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KITCHEN / BATHROOM / LAUNDRY

Coloured Kitchen & 
Laundry Sinks
oliveri.com.au
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FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS,  
WE’VE TAKEN OLIVERI TO THE WORLD.

Featured products:  
Santorini sink (ST-WH1550U) and Vilo pull out mixer (VT0398B-AU)
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We’ve come a long way from an 
unassuming suburban factory where  
our business began way back in 1947.  
It was at Watkins and Starr, now  
Oliveri Solutions, a modest domestic 
metal fabricator in Adelaide, South 
Australia, that a highly skilled and 
dedicated team pioneered the deep 
drawing process in Australia.

It was the beginning of something 
extraordinary. Today, Oliveri is Australia’s 
only commercial pressed bowl sink 
manufacturer and one of this country’s 
best home grown success stories.

Australian made. Global success.

Our design expertise and commitment 
to quality continue. We now import  
and distribute a wide range of taps, 
sinks and water filter systems across  
nine countries, including Australia,  
New Zealand, and the USA.

The vast range and superior design  
of our sinks and taps are enjoyed  
by homeowners around the world  
and the Oliveri name continues to  
be synonymous with style, quality,  
and home grown success.

Did you know? 

Our founders decided on the name 
‘Oliveri’ in a local Adelaide restaurant, 
by voting on names written on  
napkins. The accent in Oliveri is  
the tick that sealed the deal!

FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS,  
WE’VE TAKEN OLIVERI TO THE WORLD.
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Features /
Italian made 
Santorini sinks are made  
in Italy to ensure premium 
quality and reliability.

Yours for life
This rock solid sink comes with a 
lifetime manufacturer’s warranty* 
for your peace of mind.

Scratch resistant
This resilient sink is ready to 
battle your knives and forks.  
If scuffing or minor scratches  
do appear, you can gently buff 
them away.

Heat resistant
The granite is able to withstand 
thermal shocks and is heat 
resistant up to 280°C. But we  
do recommend using a surface 
protector for hot pots which  
can reach up to 600°C.

Stain resistant
Dirt and stains can easily be 
removed by gently wiping the 
sink with hot water and 
detergent, and then rinsing.

Easy to clean
An active agent in the sink 
resists limescale making  
it easier to clean.

Heat and sound insulation
Helps maintain the water 
temperature and absorbs noise.

Antibacterial
Removes bad smells and 
pollutant substances often 
found in the kitchen.

Available colours 
 Black   White

Santorini 

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation that  
fits into the bowl.

Colander
Fits into the bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

VT0426B-ST-BL
WELS 4 star
6.5L per min

VT0398B-WH
WELS 4 star
6.5L per min

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

 ST-BL1590U
760W x 435H x 200D 

MEGA BOWL  55 LITRE

 

 ST-BL1550U   ST-WH1550U
560W x 435H x 200D 

LARGE BOWL  39 LITRE

 

 ST-BL1530U
410W x 435H x 200D 

STANDARD BOWL 2  27 LITRE

 

 ST-BL1551
560W x 500H x 200D 

LARGE BOWL  39 LITRE

  

 ST-BL1531
410W x 500H x 200D 

STANDARD BOWL 2  27 LITRE

  

 ST-BL1563U   ST-WH1563U
860W x 435H x 210D 

STANDARD BOWL 1 (x2)  32 LITRE

 ST-BL1564   ST-WH1564
860W x 510H x 210D  /  STANDARD BOWL 1 (x2)  32 LITRE

 

 ST-BL1591
760W x 500H x 200D  /  MEGA BOWL  55 LITRE

 

This showstopper is constructed from 80% granite and 20% quartz  
& resin, making it a rock solid performer for your modern kitchen.

Available in  Black   White

Available in  Black   White

Available in  Black   White

Feature Accessories / Visit oliveri.com.au 
to explore all available accessories for your sink.

PT2010C-ST-BL
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

 ST-BL1510   ST-WH1510 (Reversible)
1160W x 500H x 210D  /  MAIN BOWL 1  36 LITRE  /  ¾ BOWL 21 LITRE 

 

 ST-BL1520   ST-WH1520 (Reversible)
860W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 2  34 LITRE

 Available in  Black   White Available in  Black   White
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 ST-BL1584U (Reversible)
838W x 520H x 240D  /  MAIN BOWL  74 LITRE 

 ST-BL1566GT 
860W x 510H x 235D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2) 33 LITRE

 

Farmhouse Board 
A laminate board perfect  
for food preparation that  
fits into the bowl.

Glass Pannels
When closed completely, 
conceal the bowls, creating 
an uninterrupted bench top. 

Colander
Fits into the bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

PT2010C-BLACK
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

VT0398B-NB
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Featured products:  
Santroini glass top sink (ST-BL1566GT) 
and Vilo pull out mixer (VT0398C-ST-BL)

Farmhouse 
sink /  

Reversible
The Santorini farmhouse sink be installed 
with a narrow front and edge radius of 
18mm or wider front with a 40mm edge 
radius depending on the kitchen style.

Farmhouse installation
An essential addition for a classic or 
modern farmhouse or rustic look in your 
kitchen. This type of sink is truly a unique 
accent and statement piece and sure 
to be a topic of conversation when any 
guests come to visit.

Glass top 
sink /  

Low divide
The flexibility of a low divide between 
bowls allows for both a small wash and 
soaking large dishes when needed.

Glass top
This show stopper comes with two glass 
panels that when closed completely 
conceal the sink bowls, creating an 
uninterrupted bench top surface with a 
look to match sleek modern appliances.
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VT0398C-ST-BL
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

Features /
Italian made 
Constructed from 80% granite 
and quartz, 20% resin and 
made in Italy to ensure premium 
quality and reliability. 

Scratch Resistant 
This resilient sink is ready to 
battle your knives and forks. If 
scuffing or minor scratches do 
appear, you can gently buff 
them away.

Easy to clean
Dirt and stains are removed with 
a gentle wipe using a soft cloth, 
hot water and detergent.

Antibacterial
An active agent in the sink resists 
limescale plus it removes bad 
smells and pollutant substances 
often found in the kitchen.

Heat Resistant
The granite is able to withstand 
thermal shocks and is heat 
resistant up to 280°C. But we 
do recommend using a surface 
protector for hot pots which can 
reach up to 600°C.

Yours for life* 
All sinks bearing the signature 
Oliveri logo come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty.

Available colours 
 Black   White

FE-BL1525 (Reversible)
860W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 39 LITRE   

 

FE-BL1561
600W x 510H x 200D 

 MAIN BOWL 43 LITRE

  

Drainer tray
Extends the versatility  
of your sink by  
providing extra space.

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Featured products:  
Florence sink (FE-BL1515) 
and Vilo pull out mixer 
(VT0398C-ST-BL)

Florence 

FE-BL1560U
600W x 440H x 200D 

MAIN BOWL 43 LITRE

 

 FE-BL1573U   FE-WH1573U
790W x 505H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL (x2) 27 LITRE 

 

FE-BL1515 (Reversible)
1160W x 500H x 210D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2) 30 LITRE

 

 FE-BL1574   FE-WH1574
790W x 505H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2) 27 LITRE 

 

VT0398B-AU
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation that  
fits into the bowl.

Colander
Fits into the bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

Feature Accessories /  
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Available in  Black   White

Available in  Black   White
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Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Bench top drainer tray 
Protects your benchtop  
when draining dishes or 
defrosting food.

Bowl Protector
Protects the bowl from  
scratching. A protector is 
provided for each bowl.

Available colours Available colours

PT2010C-BLACK
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

SS2525-BL
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

Features /
Coloured steel 
This striking sink comes  
in three colour options:

 Stainless   
 Copper   
 Gunmetal

Premium finish
A premium PVD coating 
gives the copper and 
gunmetal sinks their 
distinctive colour.

Yours for life
This statement sink  
comes with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*  
for your peace of mind.

Universal installation
The Spectra sink is suitable 
for top, under and 
flushmounting.

Contemporary design
The 5mm radius corners 
complete the contemporary 
design while still being  
easy to clean.

Matching accessories
Along with a chopping 
board and drainer, every 
Spectra sink comes with  
a matching bowl protector 
to protect the bowl  
from scratching.

Spectra
Inspired Design /  
Oliveri Spectra double bowl 
sinks come with an inspired 
design feature in the form of 
a curved bridge dividing the 
two bowls. This curved 
bridge acts as an overflow to 
safeguard against accidental 
over filling eliminating the 
need for an overflow.

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

 SB50SS   SB50CU  
 SB50GM  SB50BK

540W x 445H x 200D  

LARGE BOWL  40 LITRE

   

 SB35SS   SB35CU   
 SB35GM  SB35BK

790W x 445H x 200D  

LARGE BOWL  40 LITRE  /  ½ BOWL 18 LITRE 

  

 SB63SS   SB63CU   
 SB63GM  SB63BK

780W x 445H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL (x2)  29 LITRE

  

The Spectra range  
comes in three  
colour options: 

 Stainless  

 Copper  

 Gunmetal

 Black

Featured products:  
Spectra black sink (SB63BK) and  
Essente black mixer (SS2525-BK)



All our sinks have a 
Lifetime Warranty* 
*This warranty does not cover scratching or normal wear and tear, as these are not manufacturing faults. Please refer to oliveri.com.au for full warranty details.  


